Since its founding in 1966, Englert has evolved into one of the pre-eminent forces in metal roofing. Englert offers architects and builders innovative, and ever more advanced solutions that uniquely combine aesthetics and performance.

Englert is widely recognized as the leader in jobsite rollforming, where materials are custom cut and fit on site, to provide a seamless, high quality product, with far less waste, and at lower costs than pre-formed panels.

Englert Metal Shingles are one of the more exciting innovations in the roofing industry today. They offer a perfect choice for light commercial and residential applications. Finally, an affordable, easily installed metal roof alternative.

This new facility had to meet rigorous Architectural Review Board requirements to “fit” into the historical and architecturally-sensitive seaside resort community. The Patina green metal roofing with real copper gutters accented the stone and stucco structure beautifully. The Kynar finish was also an excellent solution for a facility less than a mile from the Atlantic Ocean.